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Message:
Why can't you gentlemen start to act like professionals instead of like a gang of rowdies in a High School? You know that what you are doing is wrong and yet your joining in the "gang" and losing all of your self respect to those who helped put you in your positions. The changes that have been made and which you all are continuing to pursue, will come back to haunt you.
People will find ways to vote because the constituency whom you are working for knows that you are all following a mentally challenged "leader" who has made a mockery of the Presidency and through you, of the Senate as well. Ted Cruz called it right 4 years ago when he called Trump out as a narcissist. You all KNOW that and you know that he is mentally unfit. Read any Psychological Report written before Trump won and you'll see the following:
Does Trump Have Narcissistic Personality Disorder?

According to DSM-5, individuals with NPD have most (at least five) or all of the symptoms listed below (generally without commensurate qualities or accomplishments).

Grandiosity with expectations of superior treatment by others.
Fixated on fantasies of power, success, intelligence, attractiveness, etc.
Self-perception of being unique, superior, and associated with high-status people and institutions.
Needing constant admiration from others.
Sense of entitlement to special treatment and to obedience from others.
Exploitative of others to achieve personal gain.
Unwilling to empathize with others' feelings, wishes, or needs.
Intensely jealous of others and the belief that others are equally jealous of them.
Pompous and arrogant demeanor.
Among other criteria, the symptoms must be severe enough to impair the individual's ability to develop meaningful relationships with others and reduce an individual's ability to function at work.

I WAS A REPUBLICAN. There is no way I or my wife, or my three grown children and three adult grandchildren will vote for any Republican in the next, and probably the next few National Elections. You've put your own self interests above the interests of our nation and history will record your purposeful lack of concern for your constituents and your country.

Yours in disgust. Ray E. Cartier